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One may claim that the nucleon is a rather ``boring’’ particle, surely 
after one century of studying it, we know everything about the proton?

nothing farther from reality: the proton is a beautiful example of the richness of quantum 
mechanics: what a proton is depends on the resolution with which we examine it!
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nothing farther from reality: the proton is a beautiful example of the richness of quantum 
mechanics: what a proton is depends on the resolution with which we examine it!

long distances / low energies short distances / high energies

a point particle 3 valence quarks sea quarks, gluons heavy quarks, photons, 
leptons, gauge and 

Higgs bosons …



partonic 
luminosities
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Key component of predictions for particle, 
nuclear, and astro-particle experiments

σ(M, s) ∝ ∑
ij=u,d,g,…

∫
s

M2

d ̂s ℒij( ̂s, s) σ̃ij( ̂s, αs(M))

ℒij(Q, s) =
1
s ∫

1

Q2/s

dx
x

fi ( Q2

sx
, Q) fj (x, Q)

LHC master formula
hard cross-section

parton distributions

pp: ATLAS, CMS, LHCb, ALICE

ep: fixed target DIS, HERA

neutrinos: IceCube, KM3NET, 
Forward Physics Facility @ LHC

heavy ions: LHC Pb, LHC O, RHIC

pp (future): HL-LHC, FCC, SppS

ep (future): Electron-Ion Collider, 
LHeC, FCC-eh

Why Nucleon Structure?



Address fundamental questions
about Quantum Chromodynamics
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Key component of predictions for particle, 
nuclear, and astro-particle experiments

origin of mass & spin

heavy quark & antimatter content

3D imaging

gluon-dominated matter

nuclear modifications

Interplay with BSM e.g. via ``SMEFT PDFs’’

Why Nucleon Structure?

pp: ATLAS, CMS, LHCb, ALICE

ep: fixed target DIS, HERA

neutrinos: IceCube, KM3NET, 
Forward Physics Facility @ LHC

heavy ions: LHC Pb, LHC O, RHIC

pp (future): HL-LHC, FCC, SppS

ep (future): Electron-Ion Collider, 
LHeC, FCC-eh



The Guardian (2017)

Scientific American (2014)

BFKL dynamics

Non-zero gluon polarisation Intrinsic Charm
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Antimatter asymmetry

The proton keeps surprising us as an endless source of fundamental discoveries!

Science News (2018)

Quanta Magazine (2021)

New Scientist (2021)

PDFs: a gateway to unravelling QCD
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Nucleon Structure:
what do we know

Here I focus on unpolarised nucleon structure. Dedicated talks will cover polarised 
PDFs (Christine Aidala), nuclear PDFs (Pia Zurita), and TMDs (Zhongbo Kang). Also 

for lattice QCD calculations of PDFs, I refer to dedicated talks in this workshop
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most results presented here based on the recent NNPDF4.0 global determination of 
proton structure - note that fitting framework is now available open source
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 The recent SeaQuest data presented as evidence for quark sea (``proton antimatter’’) asymmetry
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 The NNPDF4.0 fit prediction (without SeaQuest) agrees with these measurements, mild impact

with several approximations

Antimatter asymmetry in nucleons

The nucleon exhibits a marked light sea quark asymmetry d̄(x)/ū(x) ≥ 1 , x ≳ 10−2

specially sizeable at  large-x



Is the proton strangeness suppressed or symmetric?  

 NNPDF4.0 strangeness stable upon removal of 
subsets of LHC data (e.g. W, Z distributions)

Dimuon DIS data sensitive to strangeness: NNPDF4.0 
predictions consistent with the NOMAD dimuon data

 No tension between LHC and DIS neutrino data!

NNPDF4.0 (no NOMAD)

0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2
Rs(x = 0.023, Q = 1.6 GeV)

NNPDF4.0

NNPDF4.0 (w. NOMAD)

NNPDF4.0 (no A/C W, Z)

NNPDF4.0 (no LHCb)

CT18

MSHT20

Rs = 0.5 Rs = 1

RS ≡
s + s̄
ū + d̄

The strangest proton

The proton strange content is moderately 
suppressed with respect to up and down sea

RS(0.023,1.6 GeV) = 0.68 ± 0.05
including NOMAD data
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 Increasing evidence for non-perturbative charm component within the proton

 Bulk of constraints provided by new precision LHC data, complemented by fixed-target DIS 

 Consistent with recent LHCb measurement of forward Z+D production, directly sensitive to the 
(large-x) charm content of the nucleon

nf=4

and consistent with EMC charm DIS measurements

Intrinsic Charm

agreement between indirect (global PDF fit) and direct (LHCb Z+D) constraints on the charm PDF
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Intrinsic Charm
Disentangle the perturbative from the intrinsic component of the charm PDF

Preliminary

2 (3)-sigma  local significance 
without (with) EMCxc

+
(x

,Q
)

A non-zero intrisic charm a la 
BHPS favoured by both global 

PDF fit and LHCb Z+D data

3-sigma local significance in 3FNS

Charm momentum fraction:

(4FNS) [c] = 0.86 ± 0.15pdf

(3FNS) [c] = 0.60 ± 0.55pdf+mhou



Up to 0.6% of proton’s momentum 
is carried by photons

The photon content of the proton
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Figure 4.1. Representative PI diagrams for various LHC processes: Drell-Yan, vector-boson pair pro-
duction, top-quark pair production, and the associated production of a Higgs with a W boson.

4 Photon-initiated processes at the LHC

We shall now explore some of the implications of NNPDF3.1luxQED for LHC phenomenology.
Specifically, we shall investigate the application of this new set to the study of Drell-Yan, vector-
boson pair production, top-quark pair production, and the associated production of a Higgs
boson with a W boson. Representative PI diagrams contributing to these processes at the
Born level are shown in Fig. 4.1. Our aim is to assess the relative size of the PI contributions
with respect to quark- and gluon-initiated subprocesses at the

p
s = 13 TeV LHC. See also

Refs. [24, 34, 44–48] for recent studies.
The results presented in this section have been obtained at LO in both the QCD and QED

couplings using MadGraph5 aMC@NLO interfaced to APPLgrid through aMCfast. We will compare
the predictions of NNPDF3.1luxQED to those of NNPDF3.0QED and LUXqed17. In all cases we
will use the NNLO PDF sets, though the photon PDF depends only mildly on the perturbative
order (see Fig. 3.2). PDF uncertainties for the NNPDF sets are defined as the 68% confidence
level interval and the central value as the midpoint of this range. This is particularly relevant
for NNPDF3.0QED for which, due to non-Gaussianity in the replica distribution, PDF errors
computed as standard deviations can di↵er by up to one order of magnitude as compared to the
68% CL intervals.

4.1 Drell-Yan production

We begin by examining the role of PI contributions in neutral-current Drell-Yan production. We
will study this process in three di↵erent kinematic regions of the outgoing lepton pair: around
the Z peak, at low invariant masses, and at high invariant masses. We start with the Z peak
region, defined as 60  Mll  120 GeV, where Mll is the lepton-pair invariant mass, and focus
on the central rapidity region |yll|  2.5, relevant for ATLAS and CMS.2 This region provides
the bulk of the Drell-Yan measurements included in modern PDF fits and therefore assessing
the impact of PI contributions is particularly important here.

In Fig. 4.2 we show the ratio of the PI contributions to the corresponding quark- and gluon-
initiated contributions for Drell-Yan production as a function of Mll at

p
s = 13 TeV in the Z

peak region. We compare the predictions of NNPDF3.0QED, LUXqed17, and NNPDF3.1luxQED,
with the PI contributions normalised to the central value of NNPDF3.1luxQED. For reference
we also show the value of the PDF uncertainties in NNPDF3.1luxQED.

We find that PI e↵ects for this process are at the permille level forMll ⇠ MZ but they become
larger as we move away from the Z peak, reaching 3% for Mll = 60 GeV. At the lower edge of the
Mll region the contribution of the PI channel exceeds the level of PDF uncertainty, highlighting
the sensitivity of this distribution to the photon PDF. We find that NNPDF3.1luxQED and
LUXqed17 lead to a larger PI contribution as compared to NNPDF3.0QED at low Mll. As the
PI contribution is only significant away from the Z-peak, where the bulk of the cross-section
lies, these e↵ects may be reasonably neglected in the integrated cross-sections.

Fig. 4.2 demonstrates that the PI contributions in NNPDF3.1luxQED and LUXqed17 lead
to very similar results for Drell-Yan production around the Z peak. We have verified that this
similarity holds also for the low and high mass kinematic regions, as well as for the rest of

2
We have verified that similar results hold for the forward rapidity region, 2.0  yll  4.5, relevant for LHCb.
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The proton contains not only quark and gluons as constituents, but also photons

The photon PDF can be evaluated from deep-inelastic structure functions F2 and FL

 Required for consistent implementation of electroweak corrections at the LHC

data-driven

QCD-driven

LuxQED: Manohar et al 17

NNPDF 17
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Evidence for BFKL dynamics

Monitor the fit quality in small-x region

NNPDF3.1 fits based on fixed order (NNLO) and small-x resumed (NNLO+NLLx) theory
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NNPDF3.1sx, HERA inclusive structure functions

NNLO

NNLO+NLLx

NNPDF3.1sx, HERA inclusive structure functions

NNLO quality degrades as more 
small-x data included

Best description of small-x HERA data: BFKL resummation

Ball et al 17, xFitter 18

BFKL dynamics stablished: crucial for description of low-x physics (also @ EIC, HL-LHC, LHeC …)
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Nucleon Structure:
what are we missing

a few representative examples only!



QCD uncertainties in PDF fits
Standard global PDF fits are based on fixed-order QCD calculations 

σ = αp
s σ0 + αp+1

s σ1 + αp+2
s σ2 + 𝒪(αp+3

s )

The truncation of the perturbative series has associated a theoretical 
uncertainty: Missing Higher Order (MHO) uncertainty

How severe is ignoring MHOUs in modern global PDFs fits?

NNLO

NNLO

MHOUs are comparable with PDF errors certainly at NLO, likely also at NNLO



QCD uncertainties in PDF fits

experimental
uncertainties

χ2
C+S =

1
ndat ∑

ij
(Ti − Di) (covexp + covmhou)−1

ij (Tj − Dj)
theory uncertainties 

from MHOUs

A NLO global fit with MHOUs highlights how these cannot be neglected, 
both in terms of accuracy and of precision 

Ongoing work towards a NNPDF4.0 NNLO global fit with MHOUs
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(dis-)agreements in global fits
reasonable agreement with CT18 and MSHT20 in most cases, but some important differences

different 
large-x gluon quark flavour separation

also some distinct patterns concerning the magnitude of the PDF uncertainties

 Need dedicated measurements on processes sensitive to PDF regions where global PDF fits 
disagree, such as inclusive jets & dijets & top quark to constrain the large-x gluon

 Crucial information will also be provided on measurements that are now limited by statistics: 
large-pT tails, rare processes, ….

 Several statistical challenges in interpreting LHC measurements limited by systematics



impact assessed but 
excluded from baseline

in baseline dataset
not considered

pattern of PDF uncertainties follows 
(qualitatively) the dataset size

(dis-)agreements in global fits
δPDF(CT18) ≳ δPDF(MSHT20) ≳ δPDF(NNPDF4.0)

Ndata(CT18) ≲ Ndata(MSHT20) ≲ Ndata(NNPDF4.0)
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Can New Physics hide inside the proton?
``How can you be sure you are not reabsorbing BSM physics into your PDFs?’’

perhaps most frequent question I am asked in talks!

σLHC(θ) ∝ ∑
ij=u,d,g,…

∫
s

M2

d ̂s ℒij( ̂s, s, θ) σ̃SM,ij( ̂s, αs(M))

σLHC (c, Λ, θ) ≃ (∫
s

M2

d ̂s ℒij( ̂s, s, θ) σ̃SM,ij( ̂s, αs(M))) × 1 +
N6

∑
m=1

cm
κm

Λ2
+

N6

∑
m,n=1

cmcn
κmn

Λ4
,

Assuming the SM, the theory calculations that enter a global PDF fit are:

PDF parameters

However in the case of BSM physics, here parametrised by the SMEFT, the correct expression is:

SMEFT coefficients

How different are ``SM PDFs’’ & ``SMEFT PDFs’’? Can we quantify the risk of fitting away BSM in PDFs?

SM PDFs

SMEFT PDFs



Can New Physics hide inside the proton?
Extract PDFs from global fit where high-
mass DY cross-sections account for 

EFT effects in two benchmark scenarios

HL-LHC 
projections

Available data: limited interplay between PDF and 
EFT fits, best constraints from searches

HL-LHC: EFT effects, if present, 
would be reabsorbed into PDFs

Greljo et al 21

SMEFT PDFs required to exploit the PDF/BSM interplay in future LHC runs!



Universal QCD fits
Pushing the precision frontier of QCD fits requires accounting for 

cross-talk between different non-perturbative QCD quantities
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e.g. proton PDFs fit data on heavy nuclear targets, while nuclear PDF fits reduce to proton baseline for A=1

Ideally we’d like to combine unpolarised and polarised proton PDF determinations with 
those of nuclear PDFs and fragmentation functions into an integrated, universal QCD fit

key to fully exploit EIC potential! e.g. ongoing efforts from JAM group
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 Recent progress in unpolarised nucleon structure has led to a deeper understanding of its 
content, from strangeness and photons to intrinsic charm and antimatter asymmetry

 This progress benefits from a feedback look with LHC analyses (tests/predictions/
constraints) anticipating how the Electron Ion Collider will scrutinise the nucleon

 Still plenty of work (and room for surprises): PDFs with theory errors, interplay between 
PDF and BSM searches, integrated/universal QCD analyses ….

Summary and outlook

New Scientist (2021)

``The simple hydrogen 
atom nucleus appears to 

be surprisingly charming’’
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Extra Material


